the future of everything

HUMAN POSSIBILITIES

YOU,
TOMORROW
The future of the human body
in the next 100 years BY PATRICK M. PILARSKI

Y

ou will be better
tomorrow than you
are today"—"at least I
hope so.
Please understand:
you’re a great person
now. But, with a little
work, you could be
so much more than the sum of your
biological parts. We all could.
Human life and human progress
have always been characterized by
change and our ability as a species to
adapt. In the next 100 years, we can
expect unprecedented change"—"not just
to our way of life but also to our bodies.
One notable change will be to the line we
draw between our bodies and the rest of
the world.
Your self already extends further
than you might think. How do you
feel when someone else uses your
smartphone? Chances are, you feel as
if someone is edging into your personal
space. As technology becomes more
prominent and more intimate, the
boundaries of what we consider to be
our body will stretch to encompass some
of that technology.
Already, our senses of touch, sight
and sound are enhanced regularly by
technology. We use webcams to see
loved ones from across the globe, and
cochlear implants are now routine
medical procedures that enable or
enhance hearing.
So how long will it be until you can
actually feel the tap of rain on the roof
of your house, or put on an extra pair
of arms to play that piano duet you’ve
always wanted to learn (perhaps with
perfect pitch)? Consider a few examples.
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Wearable machines: With new work
on soft robotics and reconfigurable
materials, we can realistically expect
our future bodies to shape and reshape
according to our needs. Imagine what
it would be like to transform the skin
of your feet into metal ice skates just
by thinking about it or change your
fingertip into a screwdriver to fix the
closet door.
This may sound far-fetched, but
consider how advanced technology
is already being donned and doﬀed
daily by regular people in the form of
wristwatches and fitness monitors. In
some special but not uncommon cases,
technology is being directly connected
to muscles, nerves and bones. Knee and
hip replacements are commonplace.
At numerous laboratories worldwide,
including at the U of A, researchers are
developing wearable exoskeletons to
increase human strength and endurance,
and even extra limbs to help manage
complex industrial tasks such as aircraft
assembly"—"and maybe someday play
that piano score.
(Just as I was writing that last
sentence sitting at a picnic table on
Quad, a gentleman walked past me on
the Alumni Walk using two robotic
prosthetic legs. In other words, a unique
body customized for his daily pursuits.)
My pet mind: Most of us come to
university to learn, to grow as members
of our community and to expand our
abilities to understand the world around
us. Why shouldn’t our body parts have
that same capacity to learn and improve?
Perhaps the most powerful and exciting
avenue for enhancing the human
body will come from the automation

The Future
of Aging
I am hopeful that basic
science will have removed or
reduced most degenerative
“wear-and-tear” diseases like
arthritis so that we can live
pain-free. Also, that we will
have mastered the nonsedentary lifestyle so we have
less “wear and tear” overall.
Carole A. Estabrooks
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The Future Through
the Eyes of Artists
It’s not just researchers and
entrepreneurs who create the
future — we rely on the arts to
remind us that the march of
progress can sometimes yield
unexpected consequences.
On the following pages, six U of A
alumni artists share their personal
visions of what the future holds.

An Anatomy Course
Circa 2115
RAYMOND BIESINGER, ’04 BA

The human body’s future sits
between mountains of sociotechnological success and valleys
of environmental failure. We’ve
augmented our minds with AI and
accepted gender as a fluid notion,
but coastal flooding has forced us
to grow gills and our skin requires
a UV-proof patina. Is this what we
want? It doesn’t matter, because
it simply will be.

